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Abstract 
We consider the following singularly perturbed elliptic problem 
{ e^Au-u+ \u\P-'^u 二 0 in Q = 0 on dn 
where Q is a bounded smooth domain in R " , £ > 0 is a small parameter, 1 < p c +oo 
for iV = 1,2, 1 < p < ^ for AT ^  3 . It is known that this equation has a least-energy 
nodal solution concentrating, as e approaches zero, at the global maximum point of 
the mean curvature function H(P), P e dVt. 
In this thesis, we prove that for e sufficiently small there exists a nodal solution 
concentrating at any local maximum point of H{P). This implies that if H(P) has K 
local maximum points there exist K-nodal solutions. 
We first use the Liapunov-Schmidt method to reduce the problem to finite dimen-




w = 0 在 ^ ^ 
dv 
其中n是RW中的有界光滑區域，e是一個充分小的正實數’對於N=l,2而言， 
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The aim of this thesis is to construct a family of multiple nodal solutions to the following 
singularly perturbed elliptic problem 
I e^Au — u + 二 0 in Q， ， 
< I I (1.1) 
[ i = 0 on an, 
where A = 嘉 is the Laplace operator, is a bounded smooth domain in R ^ , 
£ � 0 is a constant, the exponent p satisfies 1 < p < ^ for A/" ^ 3 and 1 < p < oo 
for iV = 1,2 and "(rr) denotes the normal derivative at x G dQ. 
Problem(l.l) arises in many applications, such as Keller-Segel model in chemotaxis 
23], population genetics, chemical reactor theory, and Gierer-Meinhardt system [14] 
etc. The existence and shape of positive solutions of (1.1) have been studied extensively 
in recent years. 
In [25], [26], Ni and Takagi showed that, as e — 0 , the least energy (positive) 
solution for (1.1) has a unique maximum point, say P ,^ on dQ. Moreover, H { P ^ ) — 
maxpgan H[P), where H(P) is the mean curvature function on dCt. 
Since then, many papers further investigated the higher energy solutions for (1.1) 
1 with either Neumann boundary condition or Dirichlet boundary condition. These 
solutions are called spike layer solutions. A general principle is that the interior spike 
4 
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layer solutions are generated by distance functions. We refer the reader to the articles 
[4], [10], [11], [12], [7], [8], [17], [18], [16], [31], [34], [35] and the references therein. 
On the other hand, the boundary peaked solutions are related to the boundary mean 
curvature function. This aspect is discussed in the papers [3], [9], [19], [22], [32], [36], 
[37], and the references therein. A good review of the subject is to be found in [24]. 
All the above results are concerned with positive solutions. Concerning the existence 
and asymptotic behavior of nodal solutions, the first result was due to Noussair and Wei 
27]. In [27], Noussair and Wei extended Ni-Takagi's result to nodal solutions. They 
showed that for e sufficiently small, (1.1) has a least energy nodal solution, which has 
two peaks-a positive maximum and a negative minimum. Furthermore, these two peaks 
must approach the global maximum points of the mean curvature. There are very few 
results on nodal solutions. In [28], the corresponding result for the Dirichlet problem 
is established. Wei and Winter [38] proved the odd symmetry of nodal solutions when 
the domain is a ball. 
In this thesis, we prove a converse result of [27] and study the existence of multiple 
nodal solutions at a local maximum point of H{P). In particular, we show that for local 
maximum point of the mean curvature function H(P), there exist nodal solutions with ‘ 
one positive local maximum point and one negative local minimum point. This implies 
that if H{P) has K local maximum points, then there are 2 ^ - 1 nodal solutions. 
Before we introduce our main results, we need some notations. 
Associated with (1.1) is the energy functional J^  : — R defined by 
Mv) = ~ [ IV—2+ r . ^ - - i - [ … 广 ， 
2 Jn Jn P +1 
where where v+ = max(0, v), u一 = max(0, —u) and v = v+ — V-. 
We next introduce the following function. Let w be the unique solution of 
f 
Aw - -u； + = 0 m R ^ , 
I 
( w > 0 , w(0) = max^GR^ (1-2) 
w(z) —> 0, as | 2丨o o . 
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We denote the energy of w as 
= l f IV^/f + i / [ 
2 Jrn 2 JJ^N p + 1 J议N 
Now we state the main result in this thesis. 
Theorem 1.1 Let T C dQ be such that 
max i f (P) < max H(P). 
Pedr \ ‘ Per 
Then for e sufficiently small problem (1.1) has a solution u^ which possesses exactly one 
local maximum point P^ eV and exactly one local minimum point Q^ e T. Moreover 
H{P') — ， H m — ，w ( 丨 严 ： 們 ) - > 0 
as £ 0. 
Theorem 1.1 can be derived from a more general theorem as follows. 
Theorem 1.2 Let = 1,…，K be K disjoint open sets in dQ, such that 
max H{P) <m^H{P),i = l,...,K. 
Then for e sufficiently small problem (1.1) has a solution u^ which possesses exactly 
K local maximum points Pf ’ •.. ’ P^ with P^ = ( P f , . . . , Pf^) e Ti x •.. x IV and 
exactly K local minimum points with Cf = (Qf，. •.，g^) e Fi x . . . x 
Moreover 
. H(Pt) ，H ( Q l ) m^xiJ(P) ,w ( 丨 斤 ’ ⑵ 丨 ) - 0 ’ 
上 i "EFj £ J 
i = 1，...，iC，as £ — 0. 
As a Corollary of Theorem 1.2，we have 
I 
Corollary 1.3 Suppose the mean curvature function H{P) has K local maximum 
points. Then problem (1.1) has at least 2^-1 nodal solutions. 
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In this thesis, we shall only prove Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.1 is a special case of 
Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem 1.2 can also be generalized to the following singularly perturbed Neumann 
problem with more general nonlinearities 
J e^Au+ f(u) = 0 in Q, 
i ‘ ( 1 . 3 ) 
[ I? = 0 on on, 
where f{u) = fi{u+) - /z…一)and both j\ and /z satisfy the following conditions: 
(fi) /i，/2 e C^+^R) n c?oc(0，+oo) with 0 < (7 ^ i , / i ( 0 ) = /2(o) = o ’ / ; ( o ) = 
/2(0) = 0 and fi(t) = /2 � for t < 0. 
(f2) For i = 1,2, the problem in the whole space 
( 
- W i ^ fi{wi) = 0，Wi > 0 in R^ , 
< (1.4) 
�Wi(0 ) = maXygR" = 0, 
has a unique solution Wi, which is nondegenerate, i.e. 
K e - ( A 一 l + / ; W ) = - n { g ’ . . . ’ g } . (1.5) 
Note that / i (u) = /2(w) = is a special example. Note also that we can allow 
different nonlinearity for positive and negative parts of /• Since the proofs for more 
general f are similar to that of Theorem 1.2，we shall concentrate on the special case 
fi{u) = /2(w) = V? throughout this thesis. 
Let us now sketch the proof of Theorem 1.2. We first introduce a general framework. 
This framework is a combination of the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction method and the 
variational principle. The Liapunov-Schmidt reduction method has been introduced 
and used in a lot of papers. See [1], [2], [3], [4], [5j, [13], [17], [18], [20], [29j, [30], [36], 
[37] and the references therein. A combination of the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction 
method and the variational principle was used in [3], [6], [7], [8], [17] and [18]. We shall 
follow the procedure in [17] which consists of the following steps: 
Step 1. Choose good approximate functions. 
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We need to project the ground state solution w to ffi(Q) with homogeneous Neu-
mann boundary condition. 
For any smooth bounded domain [/ C R^ such that 0 E [/, we set Puw to be the 
unique solution of 
+ 0 in U, 
g = 0 on dU. (1.6) 
Let Q G dfL Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 6 dQ. We set 
^e = {zjez e n}, = {y\ey + Qen}. 
Let Pj, 2 = 1 , . . . , be as in Theorem 1.2 and 
"：二 — 贴 ) ) . （1.7) 
We then define a cut-off function x W : R ^ —> R such that 
( 0 if d(:v,Ufij\) h 
Put 
Fix (P,Q) = (Pi,P2,...,PK,Qi,...,QK)eA. We set 
/ p.\ f Q.\ 
切 = 切 ： - 」 卜 Q i � = 切 ： — — -
V ^ / \ ^ J 
( p.\ ( Q.\ 
= [z-— x(口)’ 人 z) = Pq^w (z - ~- xM, 
\ ^ / \ € J 
Our approximate function is 
K r 1 
^^,’p,Q(2) = 川e，pAz)-叫，QA之)• (1.9) 
j=l L � 
I 
Step 2. Finite-dimensional reduction. 
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We now describe the so-called Liapunov-Schmidt finite dimension reduction proce-
dure. Most of the material is from Sections 3，4 and 5 in [17]. See also Sections 4, 5 
and 6 in [18]. 
We first introduce some notations. 
We observe that solving (1.1) is equivalent to finding a zero of the following non-
linear equation: 
:=Au-u + f{u) = 0,ue H脉), (1.10) 
where f{u) = and 
Him = ^ ue 芸= 小 (1.11) 
We also define the energy functional: 
Un] = +去 / [ F⑷， （1.12) 
where = /oVW^^s = ^ H ^ . 
For any u,v e we define the inner product and the norm as follows: 
< u,v>e= / {Vu 'Vv + U'v), ll^ille =< u,v>\ . 
J^e 
Now we define the approximate kernel and cokernel respectively as follows: 
I dwp p. dwcr n. ] 
/Ce,P’Q = s p a n ^ J ^ , • ^ � = 1，. • • j = 1’...，7V _ l|> C 昨 e), 
Ce’P’Q = span = 1，…’ i U = 1，... ’ iV - l | C 
where and Tp. .,, tq^ ^, are the {N - 1) tangential derivatives at P, and Qi respectively 
(without loss of generality we assume that the inward normal derivative at Pi or Qi is 
xyv-direction and denote Tp. .,, tq^ ., as Tp^ ., tq. . respectively in the rest of the paper.) 
‘ We construct solutions to (1.1) with the following form: 
以=切e’P,Q + 化，p’Q G Hi 贴 
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We first solve (1.10) up to C^£’p’q: 
•^^KP.Q + e C e ， P ’ Q ， G /Ci;p’Q. (1.13) 
We will show that (1.13) has a unique solution $£’p’q. Moreover, $£,p，q depends 
on P, Q smoothly. 
Step 3. Solve the finite dimensional problem. 
Then we define a reduced energy functional 
Me(P ’Q) = J,K,p,Q + : A ^ R . (1.14) 
It is then shown that a critical point of M^ in A gives a critical point of J ,^ and 
hence a solution to (1.1). 
Finally, We minimize the reduced energy functional in A and show that a minimizer 
exists and must stay in the interior of A. 
The thesis is organized as follows. Notation, preliminaries and some useful estimates 
are explained in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 contains the setup of our problem and we solve 
(1.1) up to approximate kernel and cokernel, respectively. We set up and solve a 
minimizing problem in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5，we show that the solution to 
the minimizing problem is indeed a solution of (1.1) and satisfies all the properties of 
Theorem 1.2. 
Throughout this thesis, unless otherwise stated, the letter C will always denote 
various generic constants which are independent of e, for e sufficiently small. The 




In this chapter we introduce a projection and derive some useful estimates. 
Let w be "the ground state solution of (1.2). 
By the well-known result of Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg [15], w is radially symmetric: 
w(y) = and strictly decreasing: w'{r) < 0 for r > 0, r = \y\. Moreover, we have 
the following asymptotic behavior of w: 
w(r) = A^r-^e-' ("l + O f M V 叫>)=—义“广一罕已一厂 + O ( i ) \ (2.1) 
V VJ ) \ V ) ) 
for T large, where > 0 is a generic constant. The uniqueness of w is proved in [21]. 
From the uniqueness, we derive that 
Lemma 2.1 
KemeK�—1 + /(w))nlI�(R二) = spa八乾,…，. (2.2) 
where R+ = {(y',yN)\yN > 0}. 
Proof: See Appendix C of [26]. • 
Next we introduce a boundary deformation. 
Let P e dCl. We can define a diffeomorphism straightening the boundary in a 
neighborhood of P. After rotation of the coordinate system we may assume that the 
1 1 
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inward normal to at P is pointing in the direction of the positive xn-bxis. Denote 
？ 二 (xi, • • .,XAr-i), B'{Ro) = {x e R �一 i| |:r'| < B^}, B(P, Ro) = {x e \x-P\ < 
i^}，and Qo = = e B(P,RO)IXN-PN > p{x' - P')}. Then, 
since 89. is smooth, we can find a constant > 0 such that (90门11^ can be represented 
by the graph of a smooth function pp : B'{Rq) R where pp{jS) = 0, •仲 ( 0 ) = 0. 
From now on we omit the use of P in pp and write p instead if this can be done 
without causing confusion. The mean curvatures of dO. at P is 




and higher derivatives are defined in the same way. By Taylor expansion we have 
fK 工'-p') = \ E - m工 j 一 Pj) 
1 
+ g E - - PjX工k - Pk) + 0(|:r'-尸'|4). 
i,j’k=l 
Recall that Pn�pW is the unique solution of 
f e^Au -u + w^ ( ^ ) = 0 in n 
I = 0 on aa 
By the Maximum Principle, P �p W > 0. 
Let /ie,p(x) = w ( 宇 ) — P � ’p W ( ^ ) 
Then he�p satisfies 
f 
e^/^v = 0 in Q, 
(2.3) 
1 ^ = onaa 
. We denote 
ll^ ll,' = [ •叫2+一j, 
Jn 
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For X e Q o set now 
f ey' = x'-
(2.4) 
�eyN = xn-PN- p{x' — P'). 
Furthermore, for rc G fio we introduce the transformation T by 
f Ti{x') = Xi, i = l , . . . ’ i V —1， ， 、 
< (2.5) 
[Tn{x') = xm-Pn- p{x' — P'). 
Note that then 
y = -T(x). 
We can also define a similar transformation, T, for Q. 
Let vi be the unique solution of 
- j Av-v = 0 in 1 = on aR^, (2.6) 
where w' is the radial derivative of w, i.e. w' = Wr{r), and r 二 ^^ . 
Note that vi is an even functions in y = ( y i , U n - i ) - Moreover, it is easy to see 
that …i| ^  for some 0 < < 1. 
Let x(a：) be a smooth cutoff function such that = 1, x e B {O, and xi^)= 
0 for x G B{Q,Ro f . 
Set 
� A 工 ) = 工 - G n. 
Then we have 
Proposition 2.2 
^ C. 
‘ Proo f . Proposition 2.2 was proved in [36] by Taylor expansion and a rigorous estimate 
for the remainder using estimates for elliptic partial differential equations. • 
Our next lemma estimates the interactions: 
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Lemma 2.3 As ^^^ —> +00, we have ‘ 
P-Q �P - Q / P-Q \ 
丁 + 丁 = ( " ， - 目 〉 . （2.7) 
As a consequence, we have 
+ ^ Cel^l. (2.8) 
已 £ 
Proof: Let a = By (2.1) and Taylor expansion, as £ — 0, we have, 
= |a| + f]^i|±^’ + 0{e\y\') 
i=l y� y=a 
-丨•样L，+铺 
=H +《，|^〉+ ^ 2 ) ’ 
which proves (2.7). Inequality (2.8) follows from the decay estimate of w at (2.1) and 
the estimate (2.7). • 
Lemma 2.4 Let P,Q edQ be such that ^^f^ — +00. Let ct> (3 > Q. Then we have 
/ , 饼 例 + 例 （2.9) 
and 
where 72 = / 
Jr^ 
； 
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X — P 
Proof : We first prove (2.10), using Lemma 2.3: Here we let y = 
/ , ( 罕 H 明 ^ 
= L ( y + ( 1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) 
= , �r + U )(…⑴)/ 等 
V ^ / Jk^  \ 乞） \ ^ } 
= ( 1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) y * " � w P ( y ) e 〈 ％ - l ^ � 
\ ^ J 
by Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem. 
Thus 2.10 is proven 
X — P f 
We now prove (2.9), similarly, let y = • Since / < oo, we have 
\ ^ J Jq \ ^ J \ ^ J 
= I . ， ) + 明 响 ） 
= f (y + ^ ^ ^ w-^ ( ( 1 + 0(1)) 
JK V ^ J \ ^ J 
= [ ( 1 + 0(1)) 
= C < oo 
by Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem. 
Thus, 
/ , 剛 明 + ( 明 ） 
‘ (2.9) is proven. • 
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Lemma 2.5 For any (P, Q) G A and e sufficiently small 
r K 1 K K 
.t=l � i=l 
where 7 = ^ [ l^wf^lv {"^dy , y e 72 is defined in Lemma 2.4. 
•/V + 丄 JjlN-l 
Proof: 
Since n r)- = 0，it is easy to see that 
“K 1 K 
Je ( 切 — 切 二 I ] [切沾-购’qJ + 办 (2.11) 
.1=1 J 1=1 
So it is enough to prove the case when K = 1. We may omit the index i. 
It is well-known that (see [19], [36]) 
Je[weA = \l[w] - ieH{P) + Je[-w,,Q\ = i / H — ieH{Q) + o{e). (2.12) 
It remains to consider the interaction terms. First, we consider the two-bump case: 
[—也州- <尸 1 — . 
Jn 
We divide the domain into three parts: 
= n \ (niljnz). 
I 
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On Q3, we have 
- -
^ Ce-N [ [ <； + < 
L -
( c f (V甲(州）+ e - ⑵州 )） 
^ C [ ( V ⑶ 州 ) + e - 執 + 1 ) ) 
V y 
^ 州） ‘ 
^ C e - ^ 
f fP-Q\\ 
=0 w  
since p > 1. 
On Qi, we have We,Q ^ w^^ p, by Lemma 2.4 and so 
fN [ -切,，dP+l - -
川1 L . 
= 一 / fK’P - i ^ e ’ Q ) 州 — ( f 
L ’ � 乂 Ah ) 
= - ( P + 1 ” / [ 
Jni jQi \ , 
= 1 ) 7 2 + 0(1))^ 也 ( ¥ ) ) ， 
where we choose cr such that p — cr > 1, 
Similarly, on ^2) we have 
[ - 切 … 广 一 <+尸 1 — w二1 
L _ 
二 一 1 0 2 + 0 ( 1 ) ) 切 + 0 ( 切 
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Combing the estimates on Qi, and together, we have 
/ 7 丨 切 e " ⑶ 丨 計 1 _ 《 1 -
n L _ 
= ( ( P + 1 ) 7 2 + 0 ( 1 ) ) + o ( 仿 ( 2 . 1 3 ) 
Now we can compute: 
=<^[彷£’尸1 + - / VWe,pVWe,Q + We’pW,,Q 
JQ 
- ^ / J k ^ —切…丨奸 1 — — 
. = + - + ⑶ ( 明 切 ( 明 
- ^ / J k ^ 一 丨 一 一 小 
= j . K . p ] + JsKQ] - JZ 八 
Using (2.13), we obtain 
Je[We,P - We,Q 
=sN Ilw] - je(^H(P) + H(Q)) + (72+ 0(1)) + o{6) 




In this chapter, we reduce problem (1.1) to finite dimensions by the Liapunov-Schmidt 
method. We first introduce some notations. 
Let be the Hilbert space defined by 
Define 
Se(u) = Au-u-i-f(u), 
where f(u) = for u 6 Then solving equation (1.1) is equivalent to 
Fix (P, Q) = Qk) e A. To study (1.1) we first consider the 
linearized operator 
Leiu^ Au-u + f I ^ ^ K . p , 一 u, 
Him - > � . 
It is easy to see (integration by parts) that the cokernel of L^ coincides with its 
kernel. Choose approximate cokernel and kernel as 
= (e’P’Q 
19 
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Let 7iv’p’q denote the projection from L^(Qe) onto C知’q. Our goal in this chapter 
is to show that the equation 
• ( K \ 
。Se ( - + 歪£’p’qJ = 0 
has a unique solution 少e’p’Q G 厂^p.q provided that e is small enough and P , Q = 
(PU...,Pk,QI,...,QK) eA. 
As a preparation in the following two propositions we show the invertibility of the 
corresponding linearized operator. 
Proposition 3.1 Let L^^p^q = tt…qoL^. There exist positive constants e, A such that 
for all s e (0,£) andI\Q = [Pi,..”Pk,Qi,..�Qk) 
for all $ 6 /C^p Q. 
Proposition 3.2 For any e 6 (0, e) and P, Q 二 [P]_’ …，Pk,Qi,…’ Qk) ^ A the 
map 
Le’P’Q = 7re,p,Q�L^ ：位p ’Q — 
is surjective. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1: We will follow the method used in [17], [18], [19]，[36] 
and [37]. Suppose that (3.1) is false. Then there exist sequences {sa：}, { P k , Q k } = 
. {(A,it,…，PK�k, Qijc,…，QK,k)}, and {^k} (i = 1,2,... ’ ir，fc = 1，2’ …）with e^ > 0, 
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Pk，Qk eA.^k^ 厂i’Pk,Qk such that 
ek 4 0， （3.2) 
P k , Q k ^ P , Q e A , (3.3) 
丨丨丄 sfc’Pk’Qk 少 fclb(n�"^0， （3.4) 
II 少 � = 1， /c = l ’ 2，.… （3.5) 
For j = 1,2,..., N — 1 denote 
d / d 
eij,k = 切e，Pi，k / yJe,p,,k ， 
扣 / � 巧 仏 知 ） 
_ d / d 
‘ eij，k = ^ 叨e’Qi’/c / ^ 叫,Qi，/c , 
. 叫QiA. / � 巧 仏 知 ） 
where 
We’PiAy) = P〜叨(y - — ) xi^y), y e 
V ^k J 
f Qik\ 
We,Quk{y) = Pq.'W y — x(印)，y ⑶ e k . 
\ Ck J 
Note that since 
加Pi _如沾and 如 
are exponentially small, 
< eiiji.jfc, ei讼、k >= + 0(ek) as /c ^ oo, 
< 召iiji’k,巨i2h’k >= + 0{£k) as A; ^ 00, 
by the symmetry of the function w and the fact that P, Q G A (recall that w (丨〜*?*=丨)^  
r)s). Here Si^i^ is the Kronecker symbol. Furthermore, because of (3.4), 
K N-l / - \ 2 K N-l /广 \ 2 
WLe.^kWh-EE / Le如:i�k — E E / Lq龟k巨ij,k - 0 (3.6) 
ets k oo. Let Q。，X，P and T be as defined in chapter 2. (Note that we allow Rq-^ ^ 
‘ but 學 一 00). Then T has an inverse T一 i such that 
了-1 ： r(|B(p，i?o)nn)4B(p，i?o)nn. 
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Recall that ey = T(x). We use the notation T � if P is replaced by P�. We introduce 
new sequences {</?‘’a；} by 
<PiM = X ( h 押 ) ) - i ( 鄉 ) ) � 鄉 ) ) （3.7) 
J \ / 
for y G R ^ . Since T � and ( r �广丄 have bounded derivatives it follows from (3.5) and 
the smoothness of x that 
for all k sufficiently large. Since also 
1  1  (R? \s(o’i?)) 0 as R-> oo 
uniformly in k for all k large enough there exists a subsequence, again denoted by 
{<~pi,k} which converges weakly in to a limit as /c — oo. We are now going 
to show that cpi^oo 三 0. As a first step we deduce , 
/ (^i.oo^ = 0, i = (3.8) 
Jr; dyj 
I 
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This statement is shown as follows (note that det DT = det = 1) 
VR^f L (尸知)i 乂已 f c 乂 
= � " / x c ^ —如 巾 & ⑵ & 
Jno \ Ek J 
= e - N f ^ J—\ 谷叨…’fe (工-尸M：、 
— k jn � J \ Sk J 
J no \ ^k J 
=Q 一已-N [ 予 " ( X ) [ dw /x-Pi,A dw�P“k f x -
• ^ Jn\no \ Sk J d^p.,). V J-
-e -广 [ [1 - - P,.)]^. ( ( -
Jlh WJ -贴’kh \ ^k J dr^p.^, \ Ek J 
where Qq is as defined in chapter 2. In the last expression the first two terms tend to 
zero as k oo since is bounded in and the term in the square bracket 
converges to 0 strongly in The last two terms tend to zero as k 一 oo because 
of the exponential decay of dw/d{J\k�j at infinity. 
We conclude 
limsup [ = 0 
2 = j = 1,…，N — 1. (3.9) 
Similarly, we have 
I 
limsup / = 0 
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i = j = -1. (3.10) 
These imply (3.8). 
Let /Co and Co be the kernel and cokernel, respectively, of the linear operator Sq{w) 
which is the Frechet derivative at w of 
So{v) = Av-v + f{v), 
where 
Note that 
Sq{w)v = Av — V f{w)v, 
- r dw "] 
K,q = Cq = span < 7：— j = - 1 } . 
I ^Vj ‘ J 
Equation (3.8) implies that cpi^ oo € /C^. By the exponential decay of w and by (3.4) 
we have after possibly taking a further subsequence that 
— + )釣,oo = 0, 
i.e. (fi^ oo G ( 0 . Therefore = 0. 
Hence 
(fi^k — 0 weakly in as k oo. (3.11) 
By the definition of (pi^ k we get 少jt — 0 in I P and 
— 0 as fc — 00. 
Furthermore, 
(K \ 
1 ) i2(n�fc) 
and therefore 
ask-^00. 
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Since 
/ + [ [(l — A ) $ d $ “ C 1 | ( A — 歸 一 
Jncf. JQsk 
we have that 
I I 尘 - > 0 ask-^oo. 
In summary: 
— 0 and — 0. (3.12) 
Prom (3.12) and the following elliptic regularity estimate (for a proof see Appendix B 
in [36]) 
• ^ + (3.13) 
for € H%{Qek) we deduce that 
II屯fc||//2(n〜）0 - a s / c ^ o o . 
‘ This contradicts the assumption 
= 1 � 
and the proof of Proposition 3.1 is completed. • 
Proof of Proposition 3.2: 
We define a linear operator T from to itself by 
T = 7r£,p,Q�Lo 7r£’p’Q. 
Its domain of definition is By the theory of elliptic equations and by 
integration by parts it is easy to see that T is a (unbounded) self-adjoint operator on 
1/2(Qe) and a closed operator. The I? estimates of elliptic equations imply that the 
range of T is closed in L'^i^e)- Then by the Closed Range Theorem ([39], page 205)， 
‘ we know that the range of T is the orthogonal complement of its kernal which is, by 
Proposition 3.1，/C£，p’q. This leads to Proposition 3.2. • 
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We are now in a position to solve the equation 
(K \ 
7rs’p’Q�Se Yl^w.^Pi - 切 说 ) + 少£，P’Q = 0. (3.14) 
\i=i / 
Since "t^ e.p.Qljc丄p q is invertible (call the inverse L~p q), we can rewrite 
/ / K \ \ 
少 = - ( ^ e ' p . Q �兀 e ’ P ’ Q ) Se 切 - 叫 ， < 5 � �冗£’P’Q)A^s’P’Q($) 
\ \i=l / / 
=G'e.P.Q(^), (3.15) 
where / K \ r / ^  \ 
• = Se - We^Q,) + $ _ S^ —购,qJ 
\i=l / L \i=l J 
(K \ • 
+笔 - ^ 
J . 
and the operator Ge,p,Q is defined by the last equation for (I> e We are going 
to show that the operator G£,p，q is a contraction on 
if 6 is small enough. 
In fact we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3 For e sufficiently small, we have 
| A t p , Q l < C 1 $ # Q | i + � (3.16) 
/ K \ 
Se -切e’Q‘） ( Cs"^ • (3,17) 
\i=l / 
Proof: (3.16) follows from the mean value theorem. 
To prove (3.17), we divide the domain into (2K + 1) parts: let 
I 
K K 
= I j Q p . U IJ^Q. U Qc, 
t=l 1=1 
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where 
^Pi = 《臺m产 i i>jt-Q,|} ’ :j = l，….，/r’ 
� =I k - 1 mm - g , 11, z = 1 , . . . , 
/ K K \ 
nc = M J ^ p . u U ^ Q , . 
\i=l 1=1 / 
Note that 
/ K \ / K \ K / \ 
Se J^—e，Pi - = / —拟…i) 一 I ] f—Pi) — QJ . 
\i=l J / i=l \ J 
We now estimate - tt^ e.^ J) in each domain. 
In we have 
/ K \ i+a 
Se - ^ ((t/；^ ! + • • • + Wp^) - (WQ, + • • • + WQ^))� 
\i=l J 
Hence, using also the fact that w{y) decays exponentially in \y\ we obtain 
(K \ 
In Qp., i = 1’...，i^，we have 
Se (亡(也e，_Pi -叨 e’Qi)) < Y^f /(^Pi)^Pj + - — Wp.) j 
广 广 l+a l+cr\ \ 
+0 ( L ( - We,Q. +Wp. J 1 
/ l+a\ 
+ 0 一 - Wp, . 
V / 
Using Proposition 2.2 and the facts that We’jp, wp and Vi decay exponentially, we 
‘ obtain ^ 
W i / LHinp.),) 
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< A-l ||7r,,p,Q�iV斤’Q($)||仍ny + 71V’p’q O J2(We’Pi - J J ) 
V V / / LHn,) J 
^ A-iC(c⑷“£+)， 
where A > 0 is independent of (5 > 0 and c � 0 as 5 — 0 . Similarly we show 
||G�P’q�-Ge’P’Q(<J>')||"2陶 ^ X-'Cc{5m — nHHn.), 
where c{6) as 6 ^ 0. Therefore Ge,p,Q is a contraction on B§. The existence of a 
fixed point ^*£’p’q now follows from the Contraction Mapping Principle and $£，p,q is 
a solution of (3.15). 
Because of ‘ 
11歪£,P’Q丨丨昨e) 
^ A-1 ( ||iV#Q(<l>e’P，Q)||L2(JM + Se I f y W � P i - 切… J I 
\ \i=l / / 
we have 
We have proved 
Lemma 3.4 There exists e > 0 such that for every�2N+V)-tuple e,Pi,…,Pk, Qi,..-,Qk 
with 0 < £ <e and P , Q = (Pi, . . .，Pk, Qi,...，Qk) € A there is a unique 歪e’p’Q G 
‘ 巧P,Q satisfying 一 w说)+ $£’p’q) G C .^p.q and 
(3.18) 
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The next lemma is our main estimate. 
Lemma 3.5 Let 否£,p,q be defined by Lemma 3.4. Then we have 
• K -
Je — + (3.19) 
J=1 -
= y / H - e7 E {H{P,) + HiQ, ) ) + (72 + 0(1)) f ] ( J ^ ^ ) +0⑷， 
1=1 i=l \ 乂 
where 7 and 72 are defined in Lemma 2.5. 
Proof: 
In fact for any P , Q G A, we have 
- K ‘ 
Je - + 
.i=l -
. • K "I 
二 J, - We,Q,) +",’P’Q(少,’P’Q)+0(||少e’P’Q|li2⑴力， 
_i=l J 
where 
= f f ] (•(切 e,尸‘ — + — J 
n / ^ \ 
- f 叫,Pi —也e’Qi) 
J �\ i = l / 
/ • � / \ ( K Xl 
Li=l V / \i=l J. 
K / \ / K \ 
^ fi^Pi) - f—Qi) -f I jy^�Pi -叫’ Qi) 
x=l \ / Vi=l / L2(f2,) 
by Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4. 
I 
Estimate (3.19) now follows from Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 3.4.口 
Finally, we show fhat q is actually smooth in P, Q. 
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Lemma 3.6 Let $£,p，q be defined by Lemma 3.4- Then $£,p’q G C^ in P, Q. 
PTOOJ. Recall that 少e’p’Q is a solution of the equation 
(K \ 
7re’P,Q�S, - W.^ Q,) + = 0 (3.20) 
. \i=l / 
such that 
e 厂e�P’Q. (3.21) 
By differentiating equation (3.20) twice we easily conclude that the functions w^ p^. and 
&^We�Pil{pTp�和、)are C^ in P, and dW,Qi/{drQ. jdrQ.,) are C^ in Q. This 
implies that the projection ttv.p.q is C^ in P’Q. Applying djdrp. . gives 
�Se - ^e.gj + $e’P’Q) = 0, (3.22) 
where 
/ K \ / K \ 
DSe - ^e.gj + = A - 1 + / - + . 
• \i=i ) \i=i ) 
We decompose into two parts: 
抛e’P’Q = ( 观 ’ P , Q �+ fd^e,P,Q\ 
扣 Pi�:i V 加 Pi�:i J I \ 加 Pi’:i J 2 
Where e /Q’p,q and ( 梵 \ e /QVq . 
We can easily show that is continuous in P since 
[ = k 二 1,…，K, l = l”，.，N-l 
and 
f 抛 J’Q + , h 乎如e�Pk = Q 
J�加Pi’j 加 〜 J n e .arp,,— 
k,i = 1,..., K, l,j = l、...，N — l. 
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We can write equation (3.22) as 
/ K \ //Q^ \ \ 
7re，P’Q�DSe ( I ] K ’ / > i - + � P ’ Q ) ( ^ ( - ^ i ^ j j 
一检…‘，‘)+�� .<^) fej+(赞)J 
^ / K \ 
O Se YSA、Pi -拟…J + 尘e，P’Q 二 0. (3.23) 
As in the proof of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we can show that the operator 
(K \ 
\i=l J 
. i s invertible from /C^p q to C^ -^ p Q. Then we can take inverse of (ZlSa (^ e.p^ -
ly^  qJ + $£’p) in the above equation and the inverse is continuous in P. 
Since | ^ ， 、 ( ^ ^ ) i e /C,，p’Q are continuous in P ’ Q and so is ^ ^ ， w e con-
clude that is also continuous in P, Q. This is the same as the C^ 
dependence of <I>£,p,q in P. 
Similarly, by applying d/drQ. ., e C^ in Q. 
Hence ^ in P,Q. 
The proof is finished. • 
Chapter 4 
The reduced problem: A 
Minimizing Procedure 
• In this chapter, we study a minimizing problem. 
Fix P , Q e A. Let $£’p’q be the solution given by Lemma 3.4. We define a new 
functional 
�A： ‘ -j 
Me(P,Q) = Js - WE,Q,) + ： A - > R . (4.1) 
J=i . 
We shall prove 
Proposition 4.1 For e small, the following minimizing problem 
m i n { M , ( P , Q ) : ( P , Q ) 6 A } (4.2) 
has a solution (P石，Q )^ G A. 
Proof: Since J^ [仏i—e ’Pi - + 少e’p,Q is continuous in P,Q, the minimizing 
problem has a solution. Let Me(P^, Q^) be the minimum where P^, Q^ e A. 
We claim that P^，Q^ G A. 
In fact for any P, Q € A, by Lemma 3.5, we have 
Me{P, Q) = jllw]-£7E [H(Pi) + • ) + (72 + 0(1)) 1 ( i ^ L ^ ) + 0 � . 
1=1 i—1 \ 乂 
32 
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Since M J P � Q ” is the minimum, we have 
i t — + 卿 f)) + ; t & 2 + 0(1)). f S ^ ) 
ti^ � J \ e J 
^ - T E + H{Q,)) + i f；(去7 2 + 0 (1 ) ) . . +0(1) 
i=i ^ � J \ e J 
for any P ’ Q = (Pi，... ’ PK, Qi，... ’ QK) e A. 
Choose PP, QOj be such that 
明)=m^^(Q), |Q? - P ! \ = 孜 (4.3) 
By our assumption, P? i dTj. Thus Qj, P? G w = 
Let 
(po’ QO)=(尸 1。，…’ -PK' …’ Q/c) • 
Then we compute 
� K 
Me = + (4.4) 
. , t Z=1 
This implies that 
-7 E ( 呢 ) + • ) ) + J t (h^+0(1)) -
K 
^ + (4.5) 
i=l 
Note that dh C {Pi G dVi or Qi G dV^ or w = £??}. Hence if (P, Q) g ^A 
，we have that either 
I/(Fi) ^ m^xJI(P) - rjo 
or 
H(Qi)^maxHiP)-rjo 
for some i = and TJQ > 0，or 
1 /I尸i — Q i h  -w = 77. 
^ \ ^ J 
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Hence if (P ,Q) G 5八 we have 
一 办 ( i ^ ) + 卿 ) + 激 一 ( 1 ) > 
1=1 i=l 乂 乂 \ ) 
K 
i=l * 
Note that . 
min 72 ^ (^ o > 0 
since 
[ 〈 仏 一 1 ^ 〉 = - [ > 0. 
JK^ 2 JKN 
A contradiction to (4.5). 
It follows that (P^, Q ” must stay in the interior of A. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1. • 
I 
Chapter 5 
Proof of the theorem 1.2 
In this chapter, we apply results in chapter 3 and chapter 4 to prove Theorem 1.2 and 
Corollary 1.3. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2: 
By Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.6，there exists EQ such that for e < CQ we have a C^ 
map which, to any P , Q G A, associates 少e，p，Q G /C^p Q such that 
Se - 购 ’ QJ + ^.P.Q) = E P J ^ (5.1) 
for some constants ctki,Pki 
e r H ) . 
By Proposition 4.1, we have P S Q ^ G A, achieving the minimum of the minimization 
problem in Proposition 4.1. Let = and u, = - We.gJ + 
Then we have 
^ ― M,(P,Q) = 0, i = l,...,K, j = l,...,N-:L (5.2) 
OTPid P,Q=P=,Q^ 
Q 
^ ― M , ( P , Q ) = 0, i = l,…，K：, j = l,...,N-l. (5.3) 
Hence we have 
f [ • “ e 了 外 切 沾 + 歪e’P,Q) 卜 ？ ( E £ � i +少 , ， P ’ Q ) 
35 
f 
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啦 � = 1 - 严 ’ p’Q) 1 = 0. 
Thus 
[ • + 二 + 歪 卯 ) 
[ OTp. . P,Q=pe,Q. 
+ 以 产 ’ P + y — 屯 咖 ) = 0 
P’Q=P 货 叫i’j P,Q=PSQ^ 
for i = 1’...，isT and j = 1,... — 1. 
Therefore we have 
/ . o^ ki / o = 0. (5.4) 
Since 少£,p’q G we have that 
f 8也e’Pk 抛e，P’Q = _ f 
k �< 9 t p � . - k drp^APi, '’P’Q 
• 《1餘丨丨产。,‘ 
‘ Note that 
where 
A_ f 
Thus equation (5.4) becomes a system of homogeneous equations for aki and the 
matrix of the system is nonsingular since it is diagonally dominant. So aki = 0,k = 
1，•. •，K、I — 1’ • • • ’ N 一 1 • 
Similarly, by applying ( 5 . 3 )，三 0，k 二 1,…，K, I = 1,...,N -1. 
1 Hence Ue = EHi(叫’Pi 一 叫已，Qi) + 歪e’/^ ’...’户务’Qf’…’Q^ c a solution of (1.1). 
By the structure of u^  we see that (up to a permutation) Q! - Pf = o(l) . This 
proves Theorem 1.2. • 
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Corollary 1.3 follows immediately from Theorem 1.2, since if H{P) has K local 
maximum points on dO., there are K subsets Ti,i = 1, satisfying the assumptions 
of Theorem 1.2. By arbitrarily combining these K subsets (there are 2 ^ - 1 distinct 
combinations), we obtain 2^ — 1 (distinct) nodal solutions. 
I 
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